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A. Background: Fitch & Hauser (2004; see also Hauser,
Chomsky & Fitch 2002:1578 and O’Donnell, Hauser & Fitch
2005) claim tamarins can learn finite-state (FS) string pat-
terns but not context-free (CF), while humans can learn
both. Liberman (2004, 2006) suggests alternative explana-
tions. Perruchet & Rey (forthcoming) disagree about hu-
mans. Gentner (2006) suggests starlings can learn strictly
CF patterns.

The F&H experiment: Fitch & Hauser exposed cotton-
top tamarins (and in a separate experiment, humans) to syn-
thesized syllable-string data, patterned either like this:

αβαβ or αβαβαβ

or like this:
ααββ or αααβββ

where α is drawn from {[ba], [di], [yo], [tu], [la], [mi], [no],
[wu]} and β is drawn from {[pa], [li], [mo], [nu], [ka], [bi],
[do], [gu]}.
Every α syllable was in a high (female) voice and every β
syllable was in a low (male) voice, so as Liberman notes, the
sequences presented could really be described as being over a
two-item vocabulary: the two sets of strings are {HiLo Hi Lo,
Hi Lo Hi LoHi Lo} and {HiHi Lo Lo, HiHiHi Lo LoLo}. For
brevity and legibility, the 2-symbol vocabulary used below
will mostly be {a, b}. (Such isomorphic spelling changes do
not alter results about stringset classes.)

Major point: The FS/CF boundary may not be the right
place to look when studying pattern-learning abilities of ani-
mals. The FS class is not the most primitive or basic class in
the hierarchy of classes of stringsets. Since the 1950s, many
interesting infinite classes of stringsets have been discovered
between the finite (FI) class and the finite state (FS).
[Note: FI stringsets have a fixed number of strings, hence
a maximum string length. The FS stringsets are those ac-
cepted by some automaton with finitely many internal states
and a fixed limit on working memory. Every FI stringset is
FS, but FS stringsets may be infinite!]

B. Survey: There follows a list of some stringset classes
between FI and FS in the hierarchy, with notes on the cogni-
tive or computational abilities with which they are arguably
associated.

— Strictly local (SL) stringsets: described solely in terms
of adjacency relations between fixed substrings.

Possible psychological correlate: capacity to associate
immediately adjacent stimuli.

— Locally testable (LT) stringsets: all of SL plus closure
under that defined from them by boolean operations
union (∪ ), intersection (∩ ), and complement ( ).
Possible psychological correlate: capacity to recognize
that a certain stimulus contains some perceptible ele-
ment at some point.

— Star-free (SF) stringsets: all of LT plus closure under
union, intersection, complement, and concatenation.3

Correlated computational ability: capacity to recognize
that a certain stimulus occurred at least k times for some
fixed k — counting only up to some constant limit and
thereafter losing track.

— Finite-state (FS) stringsets: all of SF plus closure un-
der asteration.4

Correlated computational ability: modular arithmetic
in unary — counting to some threshold k and then
re-setting the counter to repeat n times, so kn-length
strings can be recognized for arbitrary k and n.

— Context-free (CF) stringsets: generated by context-
free grammars (CFGs); accepted by pushdown stack au-
tomata.
Correlated computational ability: arbitrary integer ad-
dition in unary notation.

C. Notation:
— ‘iff’ means ‘if and only if’;
— {w | φ(w)} is the set of all strings with property φ;
— #a(w) = the number of as in the string w;
— ε = the ‘empty’ string, of length zero;
— ab = the string consisting of a followed by b;
— an = the string consisting of n successive as;
— (ab)n = n successive ab sequences;
— {a, b}∗ = all strings over {a, b} of any length ≥ 0;
— {a, b}+ = all strings {a, b}, length ≥ 1;
— a∗ = {a}∗; (ab)+ = {ab}+.

D. The Strictly Local class An SL stringset over vocab-
ulary Σ is a subset of Σ∗ that, for some upper length limit k,
is fully defined by a finite list of possible substrings no longer
than k.
Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch (2002:1577) appear to allude to
the SL class when they say:

1Handout for a meeting of Marc Hauser’s lab at William James Hall, February 27, 2006.
2Permanent email: pullum@ucsc.edu.
3The concatenation of L1 and L2 (L1 · L2 or L1L2), is the set of all strings xy with x from L1 and y from L2.
4The asteration of L (written L∗) is the set of all strings formed by concatenating zero or more strings in L.
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At the lowest level of the hierarchy are rule systems
that are limited to local dependencies, a subcate-
gory of so-called “finite-state grammars.” Despite
their attractive simplicity, such rule systems are in-
adequate to capture any human language.

Details: We assume two end markers, ooo (beginning) and nnn
(end). A description Γ is a finite set of finite substrings over
Σ ∪ {ooo,nnn}. (We stipulate that ooo occurs only leftmost and
nnn occurs only rightmost.) For a string to be grammatical,
all of its k-length substrings must be on the list: ‘ooow’ must
be in Γ if a string can begin with w, and likewise ‘znnn’ if a
string can end with z; and y must be on the list if xyz is to
be grammatical.

For each k ≥ 1 and Σ there is a class SLk of k-local stringsets
over Σ, describable with k-length substrings. SL is the infi-
nite union of all of the SLk classes.

Suffix Substitution: The SL stringsets can be more ab-
stractly defined by the property of closure under suffix sub-
stitution:

(1) A stringset L is strictly local (SL) iff there exists some
k ≥ 1 such that for all x ∈ Σk−1 and v, w, y, z ∈ Σ∗, the
following holds:

w · x · y ∈ L and v · x · z ∈ L implies w · x · z ∈ L.

It is an immediate consequence that English is not SL2. For
let w = You, x = absented, y = yourself, v = We, z = our-
selves, and consider these word strings:

(2) a. You absented yourself.
b. We absented ourselves.
c. *You absented ourselves.

Since (2a) = wxy and (2a) = vxz and both are grammatical,
an SL2 description will also admit (2c) = wxz. But (2c) is
not grammatical. Therefore English is not SL2.

Typical non-SL stringset: a∗(ba∗)+ is a simple FS
stringset with no SLk description for any k. The notion
‘contains an occurrence of b’ is not SL-expressible.

It is an immediate consequence of the last statement that
the generalization ‘every English transitive clause contains a
verb’ is not expressible by an SLk description, for any k.

There is no k such that every finite stringset is a member
of SLk, though for each finite stringset L there is a k such
that L is in SLk.

Immediate consequence: for every k we can find finite
sets of strings with no strictly k-local description. For exam-
ple, {abc, cba} is not SL2.

Question to consider: Do we have evidence that tamarins
can learn anything beyond certain SL2 patterns?

Above SL: Above the infinitely many SLk classes lie the
infinitely many LTk classes, the SF class, and infinitely many
more, such as the infinitely many classes in the Dot-Depth
Hierarchy, not discussed here, and the infinitely many classes

making up the Locally Threshold Testable stringsets (men-
tioned briefly below). All these are below FS. In fact FS
embraces very considerable syntactic complexity.

E. Model-Theoretic Syntax (MTS): There is a reveal-
ing perspective on stringset classes that uses model-theoretic
rather than combinatorial techniques or automata. Strings,
trees, graphs, etc. can be regarded as relational structures of
the sort used in model theory (the semantic side of logic).
[Recall that a relational structure is a set of elements D
(the domain) together with a set R of properties and re-
lations on D. Properties can be identified with unary rela-
tions.]

• A graph is a kind of relational structure: the domain is
the set of points (nodes), and there is just one binary relation
in R that holds between two nodes iff they are immediately
connected by a edge in the graph. Trees are graphs meeting
certain additional conditions.

• A string is a kind of relational structure — a finite
graph in which the edge relation strictly orders the domain,
plus a set of properties, one for each distinct symbol in the
string, that partition the domain (i.e., each node has one
symbol labeling it).

Example: The string abab corresponds to a string struc-
ture with D = {n1, n2, n3, n4} and R = {≺, Pa, Pb}, where
the binary relation symbol ≺ denotes the relation of immedi-
ately preceding (we assume n1 ≺ n2, n2 ≺ n3, and n3 ≺ n4),
Pa picks out the as (so it has the extension {n1, n3}), and
Pb picks out the bs (its extension is {n2, n4}). An exam-
ple of a first-order formula that is true in this structure is
∀x[Pa(x) ⇒ (∃y[x ≺ y ∧ Pb(y))]] (‘every a immediately pre-
cedes an occurrence of b’).

Some MTS results:

TT (Locally Threshold Testable): A stringset is TT
iff it is the set of all string models of a formula in first-order
logic with one binary relation symbol interpreted as ‘imme-
diately precedes’. [Thomas (1982:372–373) and Straubing
(1994:46–50).]

SF (Star-Free): A stringset is SF iff it corresponds to
the set of all the finite string structures satisfying some closed
formula of first-order logic with one binary relation sym-
bol interpreted as ‘somewhere earlier than’. [McNaughton
& Papert (1971); more recent discussion in Straubing 1994,
Ebbinghaus & Flum 1999:§6.4, and Libkin 2004:§7.5.]

FS (Finite State): A stringset is FS iff it corresponds to
the set of all the finite string structures satisfying some closed
formula of weak monadic second-order logic with one bi-
nary relation symbol interpreted as ‘somewhere earlier than’.
[Büchi (1960).]
[Monadic second-order logic or wMSO is first-order logic
augmented to allow quantification over finite sets of the do-
main, so that we can make statements like ‘there is a finite
set of nodes X such that. . . ’ or ‘for every finite set of nodes
Y, it is the case that. . . ’.]

CF (Context-Free): A stringset is CF iff it corresponds
to the string yield set of all the finite tree structures satisfy-
ing some closed formula of weak monadic second-order logic
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with two binary relation symbols meaning ‘somewhere earlier
than’ and ‘dominating’. [Doner (1970).]

Notice what these results mean:

– Having the ability to learn any arbitrary TT stringset
from presented examples would amount to being able to
acquire any arbitrary property of strings that is defin-
able in the first-order predicate calculus with a binary
relation standing for ‘immediately followed by’.

– Having the ability to learn any arbitrary SF stringset
from presented examples would amount to being able to
acquire any arbitrary property of strings that is defin-
able in the first-order predicate calculus.

– Having the ability to learn any arbitrary FS stringset
from presented examples would amount to being able
to acquire any arbitrary property of strings that is de-
finable in wMSO.

F. Identification in the limit: Gold (1967) proved some
theorems about ‘learnability’ of stringset classes in finite time
from positive data through trial and error (grammar guess-
ing) with no fixed time limit.

A key theorem was that if a class includes all finite
stringsets and at least one infinite stringset over the same
vocabulary, no algorithm for guessing the right grammar out
of that class can be guaranteed to succeed. But notice:

• No SLk class or LTk class contains every finite stringset,
so these are not superfinite classes in the sense of Gold
(1967). Hence Gold’s main negative result does not ap-
ply.

• SLk and LTk classes are indeed identifiable in the limit
from text.

• For given k, the algorithm to identify from text just
keeps recording k-length factors seen and adding them
to the current guess; see Garćıa & Vidal (1990).

• Each LTk class is also identifiable in the limit from text
although the algorithm is more complex; see Garćıa and
Ruiz (2004).

• The same does not hold for SL, LT, or any class higher
up the hierarchy.

(Notice, these asymmetries between identifiable and non-
identifiable classes indicate that the problem of language ac-
quisition is not to be equated with the general problem of
induction in any simplistic way. See Scholz 2004.)

G. Iteration, recursion, infinitude: Hauser, Chomsky
& Fitch (2004) suggest that recursion is the hallmark of hu-
man linguistic capacities. But as Pullum & Gazdar (1982)
point out, recursion does not require going beyond the FS
class. The infinite subset of English suggested by these ex-
amples is FS:

(3) Which girls do they think that you think that he thinks
. . . were responsible?

Which girl do they think that you think that he thinks
. . . was responsible?

The FS stringsets are in fact a very rich and diverse class.
A random example: consider the set of all strings that either
begin with lo and end with la or begin with lu and end with
li, and where the middle is a string of me and ki in which the
number of occurrences of me is divisible by 3. Here is one
FS description (given in the form of a regular expression):

lo (ki∗me ki∗me ki∗me ki∗)∗ la
∪ lu (ki∗me ki∗me ki∗me ki∗)∗ li

Note that Fitch & Hauser contrasted (ab)+ with
{anbn|n ≥ 1}. But (ab)+ is in all classes right down to
SL2. (A bigram set: for it: {oooa, ab, ba, bnnn}.) It is hardly a
representative FS stringset.

Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch (2002: 1571) remark:

All approaches agree that a core property of FLN is
recursion, attributed to narrow syntax in the con-
ception just outlined. FLN takes a finite set of
elements and yields a potentially infinite array of
discrete expressions.
· · ·
Natural languages go beyond purely local structure
by including a capacity for recursive embedding of
phrases within phrases. . . for which, at a minimum,
a “phrase-structure grammar” is necessary. It is a
foundational observation of modern generative lin-
guistics that. . . a grammar must include such capa-
bilities . . .

Does recursion distinguish non-FS from FS? The standard
interpretation of ‘recursion’ in formal language theory refers
to a property of rewriting systems (generative grammars).
Let ‘ ’ denote the relation ‘can be rewritten in a series of
steps that eventually lead to’.
We have recursion in a rewriting system iff there is a string
of symbols φ1Aφ2 such that φ1Aφ2  φ1ψ1Aψ2φ2, where A
does yield terminals, and ψ1 and ψ2 are not both empty.
A more restricted notion replaces ‘not both empty’ by ‘both
non-empty’. This is called self-embedding. Example:
S  aSb aaSbb aaaSbbb aaaabbbb.

But even self-embedding in a rewriting system does not
necessarily result in a non-FS stringset being generated.
Consider:

(4) a. S → ABC b. A→ a
c. B → bBb d. B → bB
e. B → b f. C → c

This grammar has the self-embedding property: phrases la-
beled B are embedded within larger phrases labeled B, with
non-null material both to the left and to the right (notice rule
c), generating unbounded dependencies across “an arbitrary
number of words or phrases” (a bbb . . . c).

But far from yielding a non-FS stringset, this grammar
generates {a} · {b}+ · {c}, which is SL2.

The condition on grammars that guarantees a stringset
will be non-FS is that all the CF grammars generating it
have the self-embedding property.

This condition has an unfortunate characteristic: it is
formally undecidable. That is, faced with a grammar like
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(4), there is no general algorithm that can be used to decide
whether the generated stringset is or is not FS.

The bottom line: Claims about notions like ‘recursion’,
‘embedding’, and ‘unbounded dependency’ need much more
careful definitions than are found in some recent literature.

By the way, humans generally fail on parsing center-
embeddings anyway. Sentences like this cannot be under-
stood even after multiple readings:

(5) Boys girls boys need leave weep.

(6) Boys girls boys girls like need leave weep.

Kornai (1985) believes that strings like these (certainly (6),
with 4 levels of embedding) need not be regarded as English,
and he argues that although the stringset of English is not
LT, it probably is SF.

H. Criterial contrasts: The following are some key min-
imal contrasts between certain pairs of stringset classes.
• Strictly Local vs. Locally Testable

— While (ab)+ is SL, a+(ba+)+ is LT but not SL.
— Criterial test pair: SLk descriptions cannot distinguish

between all cases of akbak and a2k+1; LTk descriptions
can. That is, acceptance cannot require the presence of
a b, unless it always occurs within the first or last k stim-
uli. (Psychological parallel: being able to recognize that
stimulus a is immediately followed by stimulus b versus
being able to detect that the stimulus b was present
somewhere.)

• Locally Testable vs. Star-Free

— While a+(ba+)+ is LT, a+ba+ is SF but not LT.
— Criterial test pair: LTk descriptions cannot distin-

guish between all cases of akba2k+1 and akbakbak (can-
not guarantee that there will only one b); SF descrip-
tions can. (Psychological parallel: ability to recognize
whether stimulus b was present versus whether b oc-
curred only once, or at most k times for some k > 1.)

• Star-Free vs. Finite-State

— While the set {a, b}∗ of all strings consisting of a and b is
SF (despite the star we use for convenience in denoting
it here!), the set {w | w ∈ {a, b}∗ ∧ #b(w) ∼= 0 mod 2}
(all and only the strings over {a, b} with an even number
of b tokens) is FS but not SF

— Criterial test pair: SF descriptions cannot distinguish
between all cases of (akb)2j+1ak and (akb)2jak; FS de-
scriptions can. (Psychological parallel: ability to recog-
nize whether stimulus b occurred at least k times versus
whether b occurred a number of times divisible by some
number n — counting up to some threshold n and then
resetting the counter.)

• Finite-State vs. Context-Free

— While the set {aibj | i+ j ∼= 0 mod 2} of all strings con-
sisting of an even total of a and b occurrences is FS, the
set {aibj | i = j} of all strings consisting of an equal
number of a and b occurrences is CF but not FS.

— Criterial test pair: FS descriptions cannot distinguish
between all cases of ai−kbi+k and aibi (for all i and for all
k); CF descriptions can. (Psychological parallel: being
able to do modulo arithmetic versus being able to match
brackets, or do arbitrary integer addition in unary.)

Each of these contrasts indicates a point at which some po-
tentially significant differences in cognitive or sensory capaci-
ties might be located, and thus may suggest topics where psy-
chological investigation and experimentation might be fruit-
ful.
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Closure properties for SL, LT, SF, FS, and CF stringset classes

Strictly Local Locally Testable
Star-Free Finite-State Context-Free

k = 2 k ≥ 3 k = 2 k ≥ 3

Union no no yes yes yes yes yes
Intersection yes yes yes yes yes yes no

Complement no no yes yes yes yes no
Concatenation no no no no yes yes yes

Asteration yes(!) no no no no yes yes
Homomorphism no no no no no yes yes
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